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SYNCHRONIZATION

FOR

VSBS

/

SMES

Multi-device and multi-OS synchronization,
100% European
PROFESSIONAL SYNCHRONIZATION

OODRIVE SYNC BASIC PRINCIPLES

Oodrive Sync lets VSBs/SMEs synchronize
their files from all their devices (PC,
tablets, cell phones) in the Cloud so as
to be able to access their data any time.

1 / SYNCHRONIZE AND SECURE

CONTROLLED COLLABORATIVE
WORK

2/

Oodrive Sync allows collaborative work to
be managed internally or externally with
company contacts using its document
sharing
functions
and
ergonomic
administration. .

your professional data and that
of your employees on all devices
(PC, tablets, cell phones).
ACCESS your files anywhere and from
all your devices.

3 / SHARE files with your contacts easily
and securely.

Made in

Synchronization

Sharing
Employees

Clients

Pioneer in Europe
15,000 business clients
95% of our clients renew their subscriptions
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FUNCTIONS

BENEFITS
Multi-device access

Online client and PC, Android, iOS,
Windows RT-oriented client

Automatic synchronization

Automatic update of your
files on all your devices

Large file transfer

Document sharing

Secure transfers

Secure password-protected
sharing

Monitoring of sharing

Monitoring of recipient
sharing access

Collaborative work

Shared files

Reduced risk
of corrupted documents

Document versioning

Maximum security

Monitoring of recipient
sharing access
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Hosting in Europe

u	Data is sent to two hosting centers,
more than 30 km apart and located on European soil
u	High-performing infrastructure: 24-hour surveillance, fire doors,
electrical security, fire detection, codes and customized alarms, etc.
u ISO 27 001-certified hosting

Ergonomic administration

Oodrive Sync is administered via the Oodrive Vision Supervision Console.
With just a few clicks, user activities, creation of new users and rights management
can all be monitored.

Constant development

Oodrive Sync continues to evolve each month thanks to the Agile method used by Oodrive.
Memo creation and synchronization, as well as advanced control of rights are some
of the upcoming features.
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